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We will start with one class of spatial statistical problems, so called “change-set
problems”, and explain how does it lead to set-valued analysis - the field not usually
connected with probability and statistics. We will then demonstrate why does this
problem require a new type of derivative of a set-valued function, different from the
notions used so far.

Then we define this derivative – we call it here “fold up” derivative – and show
few properties. In particular we will state the following result:
suppose K(ε), for each ε ∈ [0, 1], is bounded Borel subset of Rd and K(ε) → K(0)
as ε → 0. Let A(ε) = K(ε)4K(0) be symmetric difference and P be an absolutely
continuous measure on Rd. If dK(ε)/dε = dA(ε)/dε is the fold up derivative, then
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where Q is another, explicitly described, measure, although not in Rd.
We briefly compare fold up derivative with other existing notions: the generalised

functions, (semi-, quasi-) affine mapping, derivative cones of Auben and Clarke.
We also discuss other possible applications – to the theory of local processes, to

extreme value theory, and some other. At the end we will discuss possible generali-
sations and open problems.
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